Paul Dart’s Real Estate Watch
Why buyers need a real estate broker to buy new construction homes.
With our low levels of inventory in Boulder County, many buyers are looking towards new construction homes
as an alternative. One of the bigger mistakes I frequently see is buyers buying a new construction home without using a
real estate broker. Here are the ways that having a Buyer's Agent is beneficial when dealing with new construction.
• That friendly and helpful salesperson at the builder’s model homes work for and represents the builder’s best interests. Since the builder has a representative, it is important for the buyer to have someone looking out for their best
interests too. I’ve seen many builder’s salespeople downplay issues that buyers should be more concerned about from
builder contract clauses to site conditions to possible nearby impacts of undeveloped land.
• The majority of builders don’t give unrepresented buyers a lower price. The sales commission they set aside for a real
estate broker comes from a marketing budget and just goes back into the builder’s or the model salesperson’s pocket
and doesn't result in a lower price for the buyer. So getting representation for your best interests doesn't cost you
anything.
• Most builders will not reduce prices on their homes in our constrained supply market, but there are other ways to
negotiate pricing. Let my experience with builders show you how to save money, what discounts to ask for and the
best time of the year to buy from a new home builder.
• Builder’s model homes are always gorgeous but typically many of those beautiful finishes are not included in the purchase price. The options and upgrades are also typically a big profit center for the builders. They know most buyers
will pay above market prices for those options to be able to have a turnkey experience. I can guide you to which options are best to have the builder install, which options you may not need but you should install for future resale reasons and which can be more affordably installed after your closing.
• I can give you the scoop on the builders and their reputations. Which builders have had quality issues, which have
had customer service issues after closing, which deliver their homes on time , etc.
• Builders charge lot premiums on many of the lots in their subdivision. I can guide you towards lots where you’ll recoup that lot premium investment in future sales price and other lots where that lot premium is wasted as what the
builder considers a positive, most resale buyers consider a negative.
• I can guide you through the new construction process. I can give you objective advice about what construction steps
to be most concerned about, how to interpret the title insurance policies, when to do home inspections, and how to
interpret the builder’s fuzzy completion dates. In many ways, buying a new construction home is more complicated
than buying a resale home and it helps to have a guide.
• I can help you determine whether that on-site lender deal with the closing cost credit is really a good deal or just a
way for the builder to further control the process.
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3555 Bison Rd
Boulder - $930,000

6988 Hunter Pl.
Boulder - $575,000

4112 York St
Dacono - $334,000

755 Brook Rd.
Boulder - $470,000

A superbly sited 3 bed, 3 bath passive solar home located in a secluded
valley on 42 acres. Protected on 3
sides by Boulder Mtn Parks Open
Space. A dramatic yet tranquil setting enveloped on all sides by majestic vistas. An extraordinary property!

A lovingly maintained 4 bed, 3 bath
home in coveted Gunbarrel Green
on a huge .28 acre corner lot. Newer
master bath remodel and kitchen
appliances. All bedrooms on the
same level, formal study and dining
room. A diamond in the rough.

Newly renovated 2 bed, 1 bath
home on 3 acres in rural Dacono.
Large 36x24 detached heated garage
and workshop as well as a 10x100
open sided building for animals or
storage. All new quality carpet &
paint, newer furnace, plumbing

Super efficient 3 bed, 2 bath, solar
heated home sited for spectacular
views overlooking the plains and
Boulder, just 5.6 miles from town.
New interior paint and exterior
stain, and wraparound deck. Sit in
the hot tub an take in the views.

First Quarter 2017
Trend Report
With the 2016 numbers in, we can take a quick look back at how 2016 played out. Last year remained a great time
to be a seller and a frustrating time to be a buyer. While many sellers still enjoyed multiple offers, it felt as if there were
fewer numbers of offers in our multiple offer situations. In 2015 you might have seen 8 offers for a new listing where in
2016, maybe you only saw 3 offers. Hard to complain about as there were still multiple offers, but a change from 2015. It
also felt like buyers who waited until mid-summer to start making offers had a little bit more leverage than they did in
2015. As I go through the 2016 stats one thing that is apparent to me is that we are starting to see some wobbles, different
metrics telling opposing stories about where the market is heading, typically a sign that change is coming.
For 2017, I see the beginning of the year looking a lot like 2016. I expect we’ll see a very active market through the
spring with bidding wars in the lower price points. As you move up in price, the activity will moderate some, but these
properties should also expect to see an active spring. We’ll have to see if we get the mid-summer lull we’ve seen over the
last three years. There is debate about the impact of the rising interest rates we’ve seen so far this year; will they hurt or
help the market? It seems probable that the higher rates will motivate many buyers jump off the fence and buy something
before rates rise further, helping the market activity. In the longer term though, rising rates may slow the market.
Comparing the charts below and what they are indicating, you can start to see some of the wobbles mentioned
above. The Showings chart showed a strong start to the year. That spike however was caused by a handful of listings that
attracted a large number of showings. The trend has retreated to a level below the last two years. This may indicate the
possibly of a slower start to the year. The Sales Volume chart shows declining sales, which when combined with steady
inventory, could also be a slowing signal. The Available Inventory Chart and the Available Supply chart both show market
strength. Still, there are very few sellers compared to historical norms, and the Available Supply level remains strongly in
the Seller’s Market territory. The % of Homes Under Contract chart shows that most— but not all— cities in Boulder
County are showing a lower percentage of properties under contract when compared to the same time last year, another
contradictory signal. Prior to periods where the market changes, the data starts to show “patchiness”, with some areas and
price points performing much more strongly than others. This may be what we are seeing now. Give me a call if you want
to know how your area and price point are doing. I hope everyone has a wonderful 2017!
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